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Bobby Denton’s career was started by legendary American Bandstand icon Dick Clark. This is a story of
tragedy and overcoming by the Alabama Music Hall of Fame singing star and Alabama Senator for
34 years.

Bobby Denton began singing and playing the guitar at a very early age. He performed on radio and various
musical events around the northwest Alabama area

In 1956, a small recording company was organized and a short time later, Tune Records recorded a song
called, “A Fallen Star” sung by teenager Bobby Denton. This record is believed to be the first master tape
recording from which a commercial record was pressed in the state of Alabama.

Although Bobby’s recording of the song was the first, it was overshadowed by other artists who recorded the
song who were promoted by major record companies. Bobby Denton recorded other songs for Tune Records
before joining promoter Judd Phillips. Judd was the brother of Sam Phillips who discovered Elvis Presley
and founded Sun Records of Memphis, Tennessee.

Bobby recorded four songs for Judd Records that had nationwide
distribution. He performed on the Dick Clark Show from New York City and his recordings of “Sweet and
Innocent” and “Back to School” were big hits in several areas of the country. He also toured with big named
stars around the nation before he left the business in 1960.

After almost 40 years of being completely out of the music business, Bobby Denton returned to music in
1997. He recorded a 13-song album of old favorite gospel songs called “My God and I.” In 1998, he released
another gospel album called Hope, and in 1999 an album called Love Songs was released. His latest release
is Amazing Grace. Bobby records and performs his music for personal satisfaction with the intent of
providing his audiences with the good feeling of hope and a renewal of faith.
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From reader reviews:

Bobby Miller:

The book Love Lifted Me can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So why
must we leave the good thing like a book Love Lifted Me? A number of you have a different opinion about
reserve. But one aim which book can give many details for us. It is absolutely proper. Right now, try to
closer with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you could give for each other; you
are able to share all of these. Book Love Lifted Me has simple shape but you know: it has great and massive
function for you. You can seem the enormous world by open up and read a book. So it is very wonderful.

Gail Boutwell:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book than
can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because pretty much everything time you only find
publication that need more time to be learn. Love Lifted Me can be your answer given it can be read by
anyone who have those short time problems.

Jeffrey Peak:

Guide is one of source of know-how. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen have to have book to know the upgrade information of year to help year. As we
know those textbooks have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to
around the world. By book Love Lifted Me we can have more advantage. Don't someone to be creative
people? To be creative person must love to read a book. Just choose the best book that suited with your aim.
Don't possibly be doubt to change your life at this time book Love Lifted Me. You can more pleasing than
now.

Randall Wilmes:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is prepared or printed or descriptive from each source which filled update of
news. With this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for an individual.
From media social just like newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and
comic. You can add your understanding by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to spread out your
book? Or just trying to find the Love Lifted Me when you required it?
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